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The applications of LiFePO$_4$ (LFP) in high-power lithium ion batteries (LIBs) are limited due to its two major drawbacks: poor electronic conductivity and low lithium ion diffusivity, which could be greatly improved chiefly by reducing the size of LFP crystallites to nanoscale and introducing a conductive carbon-coating layer. In this study, asphalt-derived and glucose-derived carbon proved to be soft carbon-coating (SCC) and hard carbon-coating (HCC), respectively. Asphalt and glucose were therefore used as carbon precursors to prepare varied carbon-coated LFP nanoparticles. The electrochemical properties of the LFP/carbon composites were studied using cyclic voltammetry, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy and charge/discharge cycling. The effects of variation of carbon coatings on the electrochemical performance of LiFePO$_4$ cathodes was investigated in detail, and it was found that LFP/SCC showed a superior performance in capacity and rate capability than that of LFP/HCC. It was therefore concluded that soft carbon coating on LFP exhibits better electrochemical performance than hard carbon coating, demonstrating that asphalt could be used as a cheap and efficient carbon source material of LiFePO$_4$ cathodes for LIBs.

1. Introduction

Lithium ion batteries (LIBs) have been increasingly essential in our daily lives due to their wide applications in portable electronic devices, electric vehicles and renewable energy-storage systems. Therefore, advanced LIB technology with high energy and power densities, excellent safety and low cost is urgently required to meet the needs of various applications. As a cathode material for LIB, olivine-structured lithium iron phosphate LiFePO$_4$ (LFP) has become one of the most promising materials with its numerous advantages such as acceptable capacity, outstanding capacity retention, high thermal stability, and environmental friendly nature. However, LFP materials also run up against two major problems of low electric conductivity and poor lithium ion diffusivity, leading to their inadequacy in high-rate applications. Several currently popular approaches have been utilized in an effort to improve the performance of LiFePO$_4$, including reducing the particle size to nanoscale which has been pointed out by John Goodenough et al., to decrease the diffusion path of lithium ions, coating of the LFP surface with Cu, Ag or conducting polymers to enhance the electron transport action, and doping LFP with supervalent cations (e.g., Ga$^{3+}$, Ti$^{4+}$, Nb$^{5+}$) or anions (e.g. F$^-$, Cl$^-$) to facilitate the lithium ion permeability and graphene-modified LFP cathode to enhance the capacity of lithium ion batteries. A thin uniform carbon layer could remarkably improve the electronic conductivity of LFP, which therefore has been extensively regarded as an efficient way to enhance the overall battery performance. Organic compounds such as glucose, sucrose and citric acid have been proved and widely used as effective and economic carbon sources which could form a homogeneous carbon layer over LFP by in situ carbon coating at high temperature. Polymers such as starch, polystyrene and polyaniline have also been under investigation. However, the structure of the carbon coated on the surface of the LFP particles also significantly affects the electrochemical performance of C/LFP. Few studies have reported that the high amount of graphitized carbon is more desirable in view of its contribution to the electronic conductivity of the cathode material. Recently, Ren et al. successfully investigated that soft contact conductive carbon coated LFP cathode material has better properties than hard carbon coating. As the heat treatment reached the graphitization temperature, the asphalt exhibits a higher degree of graphitization, so asphalt is also known as a precursor of soft carbon, contrary to glucose which is called a hard carbon material.

Herein, we applied asphalt for the carbon encapsulation of LFP. The carbon layer generated by in situ carbonization of asphalt could also greatly facilitate encapsulation of the electrochemical performance of LFP cathode material. In this
case, LFP nanosheets were first synthesized by a solvothermal method and subsequently coated with an ultrathin amorphous carbon layer derived from asphalt to form a core–shell architecture. The composite was typically a soft carbon encapsulated LFP (LFP/SCC) due to the formation of a more dense and more uniform carbon layer in the LFP shell, distinguished from the LFP/hard carbon (LFP/HCC) composite derived from glucose. The electrochemical performances of the LFP/HCC and LFP/SCC were examined in the application of LIBs. As anticipated, the LFP/SCC displays a higher electrochemical reactivity and reversibility and therefore delivers superior capacity and better rate performance than LFP/HCC, demonstrating that asphalt could be a facile and efficient carbon source in practical carbon encapsulation process for high-performance LIB cathode material. Obtaining carbon of the same thickness using the inexpensive asphalt as a carbon source in lower amounts is preferred over other commercial carbon sources.

2. Experimental

2.1. Synthesis of LiFePO₄

LFP nanosheets were synthesized through a solvothermal method using ethylene glycol (EG) as the solvent. Typically, H₃PO₄ (0.01 mol) was first dissolved in 40 mL of EG solution, and LiOH·H₂O (0.03 mol) was added to the solution with vigorous stirring for 2 h to form a white emulsion, which was then poured into three flasks under inert atmosphere. Subsequently, FeSO₄·7H₂O (0.01 mol) and ascorbic acid (0.0032 mol) were added and the resulting solution was stirred until it dissolved completely. The obtained light green mixture was transferred into a 50 mL Teflon lined stainless steel autoclave and heated at 180 °C for 2 h in the oven. Following this, the autoclave was cooled down naturally to room temperature and the reaction products were collected, washed with ethanol and deionized water several times, and then dried at 80 °C in a vacuum oven overnight. The as-synthesized LFP powder was used for subsequent carbon coating using asphalt as the carbon source. To prepare LFP/SCC (20 : 1) composite, 0.025 g of asphalt and 0.5 g of LFP powder were mixed in tetrahydrofuran solvent to form a homogenous slurry, followed by drying in a vacuum oven at 60 °C for 6 h to evaporate the solvent. The mixture was then grinded using an agate mortar, and subjected to calcination in a furnace tube at 700 °C for 6 h under an argon atmosphere. For comparison, LFP/HCC (6 : 1) composite was also prepared using glucose as the carbon source. The carbon coating procedure for LFP/HCC composite was similar to that of LFP/SCC material except that alcohol was used as solvent. It was observed that the carbon content of the carbonized asphalt is more than 95%, while the carbon content of the glucose is only 30–40% after carbonization. In order to make the carbon layers of the two carbon materials the same on carbonization, the mass ratios of LFP and asphalt, as well as LFP and glucose were taken as 20 : 1 and 6 : 1, respectively.

2.2. Material characterizations

The morphologies of the LFP products before and after carbon coating were examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, INSPECT F, FEI) at 20 kV. The outer carbon shells and the crystal phases of the LFP nanoparticles were observed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM, FEI Tecnai G2 F20 S-TWIN). X-ray diffraction (XRD, Panalytical Empyrean) was performed at a scanning speed of 5° min⁻¹ in the 2θ range from 10° to 80°. The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Thermo ESCALAB 250XI) was used to analyze the chemical composition and valence state of the elements in the electrode materials. Raman spectra were recorded using a Horiba iHR320 in the 800–2000 cm⁻¹ range equipped with an argon laser (λ = 532.05 nm).

2.3. Electrochemical measurements

In order to investigate the electrochemical properties of the as-synthesized LFP material and its composites, CR2032 coin cells were assembled in an argon-filled glovebox with both moisture and oxygen content below 1 ppm. The cathodes were prepared by mixing 80 wt% of the prepared active materials, 10 wt% of conductive additive (acetylene black) and 10 wt% of poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) in N-methyl pyrrolidinone (NMP). The obtained homogenous slurry was then spread uniformly on a thin aluminum foil, and dried at 80 °C for 12 h in vacuum before roll pressing. Circular cathodes with a diameter of 15 mm were acquired using a punching machine, and the mass loading of active material was about 1–2 mg cm⁻². The cells were assembled with the as-prepared cathode, lithium metal as anode, Celgard 2300 film as separator, 1 M LiPF₆ in EC/DEC (1 : 1, v/v) as electrolyte, and were allowed to stand at room temperature for 24 h before testing. The batteries were charged and discharged in the range of 2.5–4.2 V on a LAND CT2001A testing system. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) were tested on a CHI 660D electrochemical workstation. CV was carried out between 2.5 and 4.2 V at a scanning rate of 0.5 mV s⁻¹. EIS for the samples was analyzed by applying an amplitude of 5 mV over a frequency range from 100 kHz to 0.01 Hz.

3. Results and discussion

The morphology and particle size of the as-prepared LFP and its core–shell composites are investigated by SEM and TEM. Fig. 1a shows that the LFP synthesized through the solvothermal method consists of uniform nanosheet structure with an average length about 50–100 nm. The SEM images of LFP/SCC and LFP/HCC (Fig. 1d and g) display that both composites retain a nanosphere morphology with a slightly increased diameter after carbon coating, indicating that the LFP nanosheets were homogeneously encapsulated by a carbon shell, and after calcination at high temperature, the structure changes from nanosheet into nanosphere. At the same time, it could be observed that the soft carbon coating is more uniform and compact than the hard carbon coating, and the average particle size is smaller than that of the latter. These characteristics could
also be observed from the TEM diagrams in Fig. 1d and f, which reveal that the LFP/SCC and LFP/HCC nanospheres are coated by a uniform amorphous carbon layer. The high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) results clearly demonstrate that like glucose, asphalt could also provide a uniform and homogenous carbon layer on the surface of the LFP nanosheets, which is beneficial to the

Fig. 1  SEM images of (a) LFP; (d) LFP/SCC; (g) LFP/HCC. The scale bar is 100 nm TEM images of (b) LFP; (e) LFP/SCC; (h) LFP/HCC; HRTEM images of (c) LFP, (f) LFP/SCC and (i) LFP/HCC; EDS of (j) LFP/SCC and (k) LFP/HCC.
electrochemical performance of LFP. The interplanar spacing of the LFP in the crystallites of LFP, LFP/SCC and LFP/HCC samples is 0.31 nm, corresponding to the (020) plane. Legible lattice fringes prove the good crystalline phase of the sample. Fig. 1j and k are EDS spectra of LFP/SCC and LFP/HCC, respectively. The carbon content of LFP/SCC is 5.8 wt% and that of LFP/HCC is 5.82 wt% based on EDS data. This indicates that the carbonization of asphalt and glucose results in the same thickness of carbon layer on the surface of LiFePO4 cathode material.

The XRD patterns of the LFP, LFP/HCC and LFP/SCC samples are shown in Fig. 2a. The diffraction peaks of the samples that could be observed are well indexed to an orthorhombic olivine structure with the space group Pnma (PDF#40-1499-1). The diffraction peaks of the LFP/HCC and LFP/SCC composites are also consistent with that of the LFP sample, indicating minor changes in crystalline phases of the sample after carbon-coating process. However, the intensities of diffraction peaks of LFP/HCC and LFP/SCC composites are greatly increased after carbon-coating treatment particularly in the LFP/SCC sample, indicating that the carbon-coating process could facilitate and improve the crystalline quality of the solvothermal-derived LFP nanosheets probably due to the high-temperature annealing process.

Fig. 2b shows the comparison of the full XPS spectra of the LFP, LFP/HCC and LFP/SCC samples. The full XPS spectrum shown in Fig. 2b shows the binding energy of P 2p, P 2s, and O 1s that were determined to be 133.4, 193.2, and 531.3 eV, respectively. The top-right inset in Fig. 2b shows the high-resolution Fe 2p spectrum in LFP/SCC sample, the binding energies positioned at 711 and 724 eV were ascribed to Fe 2p3/2 and Fe 2p1/2, respectively with an energy separation (ΔEFe) of 13 eV, which matched well with previously reported results.26,27 Fig. 2c shows the high resolution XPS spectrum of C 1s of LFP/HCC. Following deconvolution, the C 1s spectrum displayed a lower binding energy featured at 284.5 eV originating from C==C carbon and two higher binding energies featured at 285.6 and 288.5 eV, which were typically assigned to C–O/C–O–C and C=O arising from the residual epoxide, hydroxyl and carboxyl functional groups in glucose.28 Fig. 2d shows the high
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resolution XPS spectrum of C 1s of LFP/SCC. After deconvolution, the C 1s spectrum displayed the lower binding energy featured at 284.6 eV corresponding to C=C carbon and the higher binding energies featured at 285.9 and 288.7 eV, which were typically assigned to C–O/C=O–C and C=O arising from the residual epoxide, hydroxyl and carboxyl functional groups in asphalt.\textsuperscript{29–31} In addition, the smaller $L_a$ value of SCC indicated smaller graphite crystallite size,\textsuperscript{23} which is in accordance with the calculated results $L_a = C(l)/(I_D/I_G)^{-1}$ (ref. 32 and 33) from the integrated intensities of the disorder-induced D\textsubscript{1} and G bands ($I_D/I_G$) in Raman spectra (Fig. 2e and f). The extent of graphitized carbon and its ratio to the disordered carbon is usually characterized by the $I_D/I_G$ (disordered/graphite) ratio in the Raman microprobe spectrum.\textsuperscript{21,34} The lower $I_D/I_G$ ratio is an indication of the higher amount of graphitized carbon. It is well known that the integrated area ratio $A_{(G+D_1)}$ and $A_{(D_2+D_3)}$ in Raman spectrum could also be used to estimate the relative content of the sp$^2$/sp$^3$-type carbon.\textsuperscript{18,34,35} The larger the area ratio of $A_{(G+D_1)}/A_{(D_2+D_3)}$, the greater the sp$^2$ carbon content.\textsuperscript{23} From the Fig. 2e and f diagrams, it could be observed that the LFP/SCC has a smaller $I_D/I_G$ (that is, smaller $L_a$) and a larger area ratio of $A_{(G+D_1)}/A_{(D_2+D_3)}$. This proves that the asphalt-derived carbon has a higher degree of graphitization compared with the glucose-derived carbon.\textsuperscript{26} As reported earlier, asphalt is a soft carbon precursor,\textsuperscript{24} while glucose is hard carbon precursor.\textsuperscript{25} It could be observed from the electrochemical performance diagrams that LFP/SCC is better than LFP/HCC. Therefore, asphalt could be used as an economical and efficient soft carbon coating material.

The electrochemical performances of the LFP/HCC and LFP/SCC materials were evaluated in lithium ion batteries. Fig. 3a shows the charge/discharge profiles for the first two cycles of the LFP/HCC and LFP/SCC batteries, which display charge/discharge capacities of 142.6/139.1 and 162.3/158.3 mA h g$^{-1}$ for the first cycle and 143.2/138.6 and 167/157.2 mA h g$^{-1}$ for the second cycle, respectively. Although a similar coulombic efficiency of 97.5% is obtained for both electrodes, the soft carbon coating gives rise to a higher capacity than the hard carbon coating. Fig. 3b shows the rate performance of the LFP/HCC and LFP/SCC composites. The LFP/HCC electrode presents discharge capacities of 135.6, 134.6, 125, 111.2, 89.9 and 131 mA h g$^{-1}$ at 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2 and 0.1C, respectively, showing severe capacity degradation at higher rates due to its inherent drawback of low electronic conductivity. The LFP/SCC electrode delivers 156.3, 159.9, 151.5, 140.1, 120.6 and 153.3 mA h g$^{-1}$ at the corresponding discharge rates. It is worth noting that LFP/
SCC possesses a superior reversible capacity and rate capability than those of LFP/HCC, especially at a higher rate.

Fig. 3c and d show the cycle performance of the LFP/HCC and LFP/SCC composite electrodes, respectively. The reversible capacity of the LFP/HCC electrode was reduced to 124.1 mA h g⁻¹ after 51 cycles at 0.2C, while the capacity of the LFP/SCC electrode was maintained at 154 mA h g⁻¹ after 100 cycles at 0.2C, resulting in a capacity retention of 88.3% and 97.3%, respectively. Thus, the soft carbon coating displayed a better cycle performance than hard carbon coating, which could be attributed to the more compact and uniform carbon layers of SCC on the LFP nanosheets.

CV measurements were used to investigate the electrochemical properties of the LFP/HCC and LFP/SCC electrodes and the results are shown in Fig. 3e. It could be observed from the CV profiles that the current density at the redox peaks is enhanced after carbon coating and reaches its highest in LFP/SCC electrodes. Furthermore, the potential difference of the redox peaks, which is relative to the polarization, decreases after carbon coating and attains the least value for LFP/SCC electrodes. All these changes indicate improved electrochemical properties for carbon-coated LFP particularly for LFP/SCC electrode exhibiting a higher electrochemical reactivity and reversibility. Furthermore, the charge/discharge capacity of the electrodes could be partly reflected by the area of the redox peaks, which is associated with the polarization state and the utilization of the active materials. Noticeably, the redox peak area of LFP/SCC sample is a slightly larger than that of LFP/HCC, thus indicating a higher reversible capacity of LFP/SCC. The results of CV analysis are also consistent with that of the galvanostatic charge/discharge measurements, revealing that the LFP/SCC shows optimal electrochemical performance that could be ascribed to the excellent electronic conductivity and better Li ion permeability of the soft carbon coating. EIS spectra were examined to provide a better understanding of the superior battery performance for LFP/SCC. As shown in Fig. 3f, the internal resistance (Rᵢ) of the battery cells is represented by the intercept of the semicircle on the horizontal axis in the high frequency region, and the charge transfer resistance (Rₓ) is the diameter of the semicircle. Noticeably, LFP/SCC electrodes exhibit a decreased Rᵢ value compared with that of LFP/HCC, and the LFP/SCC electrode exhibits a lower Rₓ value. This indicates that the carbon layer of LFP nanosheets derived from asphalt is more favorable for the transfer of Li ions between the electrode/electrolyte interface.

4. Conclusions

LiFePO₄ nanosheets were successfully synthesized through the solvothermal method and coated with a soft carbon layer from the in situ carbonization of asphalt on calcination. The as-prepared composites exhibited greatly improved electrochemical performances with high reversible capacity, better cycling stability and rate capability at room temperature, which was better than that of the LFP/HCC composites using glucose as the carbon source. The improvements in electrochemical performances are probably ascribed to the soft carbon, which is relatively flat, elastic and easy to deform. In addition, it could form a more uniform and denser carbon layer on the surface of LFP, which helps accelerate the electron transport in LiFePO₄ nanosheets and facilitate the diffusion of Li ions between the electrode/electrolyte interfaces during the charge/discharge process. Our study proves that asphalt is an effective carbon source to improve the electrochemical performances of LiFePO₄ for high-performance lithium battery applications.
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